
DateName Class

Jade picked up all the circles.
Peter picked up all the squares.
Lily got the triangles and
Jason collected the hexagons.

How many did each person pick up?
Count and draw tally marks. Make a graph.

Who picked up the least? ______________

Who picked up the most? ______________

Who had two less than Jade? ______________

Who had three more  than Peter? ______________

Who had five more than Peter? ______________

Who had one more than Lily? ______________

Who had one less than Lily? ______________

Who had twice as many as Peter? ______________

______________
How many shapes were picked up altogether? ______________

Tally marks

Jade

Peter

Lily

Jason Jade Peter Lily Jason

Who had twice as many as Jason? 

Favorite colors

__________ is the most popular color.

__________ is the least popular color.

Twice as many people liked yellow,

than __________.

______more people liked blue than green.

What was the weather like in June?

Sunny

Overcast

Stormy

Rainy

Green Red Blue Yellow

This graph shows what the weather was like for ______days.

There were ______ stormy days and ______rainy days.

There were ______ overcast days and ______sunny days.

There were more sunny days than ______________days.

There were more ______________ days and ______________days than sunny days.

It rained for 3 days more than it was ______________ .
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Jade picked up all the circles.
Peter picked up all the squares.
Lily got the triangles and
Jason collected the hexagons.

How many did each person pick up?
Count and draw tally marks. Make a graph.

Who picked up the least? ______________

Who picked up the most? ______________

Who had two less than Jade? ______________

Who had three more  than Peter? ______________

Who had five more than Peter? ______________

Who had one more than Lily? ______________

Who had one less than Lily? ______________

Who had twice as many as Peter? ______________

How many shapes were picked up altogether? ______________

______________

Tally marks

Jade

Peter

Lily

Jason Jade Peter Lily Jason

Jason

Jade

Peter

No one

No one

Jade

Peter

No one

Lily
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ANSWER KEY

Favorite colors

__________ is the most popular color.

__________ is the least popular color.

Twice as many people liked yellow,

than __________.

______more people liked blue than green.

What was the weather like in June?

Sunny

Overcast

Stormy

Rainy

Green Red Blue Yellow

.

This graph shows what the weather was like for ______days.30

There were ______ stormy days and ______rainy days.5 10

There were ______ overcast days and ______sunny days.8 7

There were more sunny days than ______________days.stormy

There were more ______________ days and ______________days than sunny days.overcast rainy

It rained for 3 days more than it was ______________ sunny

blue

red

red

6

Who had twice as many as Jason? 
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